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Our world is being called to tackle urgent social and environmental issues while facing significant

disruption to governance and economies, leading to a key opportunity for transformative system

change. We believe the only way forward is by joining forces to build a future where business and

profit work in support of people and planet. That’s why we created the world’s largest acceleration

and collaboration platform for positive change — the Impact Hub network.

 

With 100+ impact communities in cities all around the world, we are ready to seize the moment.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In every city, we put impact entrepreneurs at the center of our efforts, surrounding them with a

supportive community. We build with and for these communities, creating collaborative ecosystems

that capture the strengths of businesses, institutions, policymakers, and unlikely allies. We then

connect these local ecosystems with our 16’000-member, virtually-linked global community of

changemakers, which reaches more than 40 million people.

 

Using the common language of the Global Sustainable Development Goals, we are not only

mobilizing our locally-rooted Impact Hubs in 50+ countries, on five continents, but also sparking joint

action on key issues with cross-sector partners and other networks. Because we need everyone.

 

Building this future is a journey of learning for all of us. We aim to build ecosystems, so codifying and

sharing our insights and lessons learned is key — to create the future we need. Together.

 

Your Impact Hub Network

IMPACT IN YOUR HANDS
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immediately mesmerized by the inspiring, airy

and light-filled coworking space, the cozy

café area and wood-filled interior design.

Perhaps it was this beautiful space, or

perhaps it was the deep philosophical

discussions she engaged in, but Connie never

forgot this very first impressionable moment

that left her feeling a sense of home and

belonging surrounded by like-minded people

who also wanted to create change in the

world. She thought to herself, these are

definitely her people.

Our co-founder, Connie Low, LOVES coffee! So when she was

challenged by Hanna Ruddies, then Impact Hub Global On-

boarding Coach, during a skype call in March 2016 to have 

400 cups of coffee in order to find the best co-founders, she 

happily accepted it.

Why and what for, you may ask.

 

Well, let’s rewind the story a tad bit back to 2008. It was the year Connie first landed in London

and subsequently stumbled upon a social innovation and entrepreneurship event at Impact Hub

King’s Cross (which was then called Hub King’s Cross). Upon entering the subtle doors, she was                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fast forward 6 years later, Connie finds herself unsatisfied by the fact that her new home in Basel

does not have a place like Impact Hub King’s Cross. And so she decided she will start one. Hence,

this brings us to that skype call leaving Connie with a challenge of the 400 coffees to network with

the local community, in order to create the best team that can attract an impact-minded

community to co-create and inspire change in Basel! As Connie is not from Basel, she was

adamant that her co-founders have to be locals and made this quest slightly more challenging.

THE FUNDING STORY

THE STORY OF 400  CUPS OF COFFEE



It took about 4 months before the first co-founder, André Moeri, came on board. It took another

1.5 years, while losing count of the number of cups of coffee but definitely included many lunches

and dinners, Hanna Byland joined the co-founding team.

 

Armed with years of sustainability and human rights experience working in major corporations,

Connie is eager to help scale grassroots sustainable change by creating powerful collaboration

between unlikely allies globally. Connie was overjoyed when she found André, who is

an  experienced entrepreneur with a passion for creating physical and virtual platforms that

enable others to excel, and Hanna, a lawyer passionate about bringing justice to the ones who

need it and using the power of governance to shape the future, to believe in her idea to pursue

this together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On 29 May 2017, Connie, André and Hanna jointly created the Hubbasel Association which

officially marked the start of our Impact Hub Basel journey!
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Impact Hub (impacthub.net) is a global network of over 16'000 members in more than 100 hubs in

50+ countries around the world, and is continuously growing. Its main purpose is to make a positive

impact in our world by combining the skills of compassionate, committed and purpose-driven

individuals focused on a common purpose. Each individual Impact Hub chapter is unique and

relevant to the local community.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At Impact Hub Basel, our aspiration is to support social entrepreneurs and sustainable

innovators.  Through various offers ranging from events and coworking to different ideation,

incubation and acceleration programs, we aim to promote the interaction between our members

and the different stakeholders. In this way, we strive to create a highly collaborative ecosystem

where innovation and change are encouraged, where access to expert resources, inspiration and

knowledge is made easy and where communication and contacts between diverse, skilled people

are facilitated. These values are guided by the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as defined

by the United Nations and are reflected in our Co-Manifesto.



CO-MANIFESTO
WE ARE A COLLABORATIVE ECOSYSTEM OF PURPOSE-DRIVEN

COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND ORGANIZATIONS FOCUSED ON A

COMMON GOAL - MAKING A POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE WORLD.

WE

CARE

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

________________

WE

CREATE
________________

WE

CONNECT
________________

___________________________________________________

START

WHY
WITH

NO
HIDDEN

YOU, ME,
ALL OF US

AGENDA
WE ALIGN PURPOSE

WITH PASSION, SKILLS

AND PROFIT

WE OPERATE ON TRUST AND

PRACTICE TRANSPARENCY

WE EMPOWER EACH OTHER 

AND CREATE MUTUAL

BENEFITS

________________ ________________ ________________

FAILING
FORWARD HUMAN

100% TRULY
REGENERATIVE

WE BUILD, FAIL, LEARN AND

IMPROVE

WE CHOOSE PEOPLE OVER

PROCESSES

WE FOSTER ACTIONS THAT

ENHANCE THE HARMONY OF

HUMANS AND NATURE

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

WE BELIEVE THAT THE
WORLD'S GREATEST CHALLENGES
WILL NEVER BE SOLVED BY ONE
PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ALONE.

THAT’S WHY WE SET OUT TO CREATE A THRIVING INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM WHERE

PEOPLE COLLABORATE ACROSS ORGANIZATIONS, CULTURES AND GENERATIONS

TO SOLVE THE GRAND CHALLENGES OF OUR TIME.

WE NEED TO
WORK TOGETHER.

__________                                                              __________
WE ARE GUIDED BY

AS DEFINED BY THE UNITED NATIONS

THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

___________________________________________________

1. NO POVERTY 2. ZERO HUNGER                                                                                    

                                                                           6. CLEAN WATER & SANITATION 7. AFFORDABLE

AND CLEAN ENERGY                                                                                             9. INDUSTRY, IN-

NOVATION & INFRASTRUCTURE 10. REDUCED INEQUALITIES 11. SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND

COMMUNITIES                                                                                                               13. CLIMATE

ACTION 14. LIFE BELOW WATER 15. LIFE ON LAND 16. PEACE, JUSTICE & STRONG INSTITU-

TIONS

INSPIRE AND CREATE CHANGE

3. GOOD HEALTH & WELL-BEING 4. QUALITY

12. RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION & PRODUCTION

EDUCATION 5. GENDER EQUALITY

8. DECENT WORK & ECONOMIC GROWTH

17. PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS
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We are providing our members an added value with the creation of diverse

programs and projects in addition to financial and other opportunities. All

of these activities are guided by the Sustainable Development Goals as

defined by the United Nations. To ensure that our efforts are as successful

as possible, we focus on five of the Sustainable Development Goals - SDGs:

SDG 3 - Good Health: ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at 

all ages

SDG 4 - Quality Education: ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong

learning opportunities for all

SDG 5 - Gender Equality: achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls

SDG 8 - Economic Growth: promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and

productive employment and decent work for all

SDG 12 - Responsible Consumption and Production: ensure sustainable consumption and

production patterns

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SDG 17 - Partnerships for the Goals is about strengthening the means of implementation and

revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development. Inspired by this goal, we are

continuously looking for partnerships to work on our focus SDGs. In 2018, we signed 17 Letters of

Intent with new partners, and 6 more are in the making.
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We are building a supporting community and wide network of committed

people who will inspire, create and support change. In 2018, our community

includes 945 newsletter subscribers, and grew from 355 to 930 Meetup

members! Of these Meetup group members, on average 64 people

attended our monthly events; many of those being regular event

participants and future Impact Hub Basel coworking members. Three of our  

twelve community events in 2018 stood out with a peak of over 80 event participants. The first one

"Behind the Scenes of Food & Sustainability" was about the current challenges in the food system like

food waste, excessive food packaging or urban food production. During the event, some of the local

sustainable solutions and opportunities for circular economy, and sustainable production of meat

and coffee were showcased.
 

Our June event was on Business Model

Innovation for Sustainability. We explored

the transformational and disruptive

power that business model innovation

can play for achieving the SDGs and a

more sustainable future for planet Earth.

This event was co-hosted by swisscom, WWF and

SwissShrimp. They presented on sustainable business

models following by a discussion with the participants

about other local business cases and what future

sustainable business models in different sectors may

look like. The third outstanding event was the 2nd event

on circular

economy as 

part of the Swiss wide Circular Economy Transition (CET)

program. This event focused on consumer goods in the

circular economy. We had speakers from local

businesses who, through innovation, have redefined

products and services to design waste out, while

minimising negative impacts.
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We are providing an environment where synergies between inspired and

skillful people are made easy. To ensure this environment, Impact Hub Basel

has been looking for a suitable coworking space for a long time, and finally

found the right one. The Impact Hub Basel Community Coworking and

Event Space will open in 2019 after a phase of rebuilding to make it truly

inspiring. The first interior design workshops already took place on site!

 

 

The future Impact Hub Basel Community Coworking and Event Space will be located in the up-and-

coming Dreispitz area; Münchensteinerstrasse 274a, 4053 Basel. It's only 5 to 8 minutes away from

the Basel main station, depending if you take the tram, train or your bike.
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We moved forward with the onboarding process by

finishing the business model and the financial projection

for the next 5 years. Currently we are working on other

elements of the feasibility study. We received the

approval of Impact Hub (IH) global for our second Letter

of Intent (LOI) with IH Zurich and will sign the official letter

by mid-March.

NEXT STEPS: The final feasibility study

and two Letters of Intent with other

Impact Hubs will be handed over to

Impact Hub Global by Q2.

Candidate Workflow

In order to define our partnership with the FHNW we

conducted a workshop with professors of the FHNW. We

also started to discuss a collaboration with IH Bucharest.

We furthermore visited Grünhof Freiburg to meet them

and la FrenchTech Alsace to introduce a potential

international partnership. Together with the other Swiss

Impact Hubs, we organized and co-hosted an event.

 

NEXT STEPS: We will take on the Home

of DigIT initiative in March together

with  governmental, educational and

private stakeholders.

Partnerships

The rebranding process from the Pre-Candidate to the

Candidate branding is completed. The new Candidate

Blog http://basel.candidate.impacthub.net was

launched and blog posts were published. In addition, this

channel is used to inform the public about our main

activities.  We hosted two successfull events.  On Jan 9,

the meaning of Impact Hubs was outlined while holding

a panel discussion with representatives of all Swiss IHs

and an interactive persona-creation activity. 67 People

attended the event.

NEXT STEPS: The blog will be expanded

on a regular basis while 2-4 blog

posts are planned in March and April.

A rebranding will be executed when

entering the initiative stage.

Community Building
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On Feb 13, five projects of the Basel University (BOOST!)

and FHNW (Swiss Student Sustainability Challenge)

support programs were presented while participants had

the opportunity to help the projects with their current

challenges and adding contacts to their network.

Newsletter Subscribers 650 (12/2017) to 808 (02/2018)

                 Members 368 (12/2017) to 474 (02/2018)

                     Followers 193 (12/2017) to 285 (02/2018)

 

NEXT STEPS: Our March event will focus

on sustainable consumption by

hosting seven local partners

(Foodways Consulting, food sharing

Basel, Zero Waste Basel, Urban

Agriculture Basel, Direct Coffee,

Stadtpilze, Mark + Bein, Basel

Unverpackt).

Community Building

A marketing plan as part of the feasibillity study was

defined and next steps for the coming three months

were set. Most of the strategy work is also part of the

Candidate Workflow.

NEXT STEPS: By the end of Q3 further

marketing channels (Twitter, LinkedIn)

are planned to be set online.

Strategy

We are in close communication with one foundation for

a suitable space. However, available spaces in Basel are

constantly screened.

NEXT STEPS: A space design project

will be launched to make sure that our

future space will meet our require-

ments and those of our community.

Physical Space

The approach to TEAL (reinventingorganizations.com)

includes sessions to train the team in the

different fields. We held one about Onboar-

ding to discuss how we welcome and train

new team members. We also practiced

Feeling Before Facts, a session where the 

team is invited into a safe space to provide feedback to

each other. This fosters team spirit. We hosted a dinner

to thank all Volunteers that supported us the past year.

NEXT STEPS: Next TEAL session topics

are on Organizational Structure:

Multiple Roles and Conflict Resolution.

We are also planning a team retreat in

April 2018 to regroup as a team to

align and discuss our roadmap as a

team in the coming year.

Internal Collaboration
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The final feasibility study and two LOIs with Impact Hubs

were handed over to IH global. We had the final call with

the IH global committee for the candidate process, on 26

April 2018, and are now waiting for their final acceptance.

NEXT STEPS: As we completed all tasks

of the Candidate phase, we should

soon hear back from IH global about

our acceptance to be an official IH.

Candidate Workflow

We signed a LOI with  Thought for Food and with WWF.

Swisscom and SwissShrimp confirmed their partnership

for our June event. MBF Foundation supports Hubbasel

for 2018-2019. We developed and finalized a program

together with IH Bucharest. Our Hub joined the Impact

Hub Switzerland weekly partnership meeting and we

started to get in touch with different stakeholders for the

Home of DigIT initiative together with the Economic

Development Baselland. We might support the Swiss

Digital Day in the area of Basel, provided that we find

partners to be active parts for the day. We organize a

joint event with FrenchTech Alsace to start our collabo-

ration. A partnership with MAVA Foundation has been

established to promote Circular Economy in Switzerland

as a joint project with all Swiss Impact Hubs. We'll play an

important part in the project providing subject matter,

expertise and links to Ecos in Basel who will be part of the

project as well.  Gebert Rüf's support for Hubbasel has

been published on their list of supported projects.

NEXT STEPS: We continue the process

of including stakeholders to Home of

DigIT, and plan on organizing the Swiss

Digital Day as the first event for the

Home of DigIT initiative.

Partnerships
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We organized two successfull events. In March, we

hosted local partners to talk about current challenges in

the food system and to showcase some of the local

sustainable solutions. 88 people attended the event.

As our April event we screened the documentary

"Tomorrow". 98 people attended the event.

NEXT STEPS: The May event is about

sustainable investments whereas the

June event deals with Business Model

Innovation for Sustainability. As soon

as we are an official Impact Hub, we'll

expand our social media activity.

Community Building

The feasibility study and business model lead to our

marketing plan.

NEXT STEPS: The completion of the

marketing plan will be followed by its

full implementation.

Strategy

We are in negotiation for a space and have launched

the space design project.

NEXT STEPS: Our goal is to soon get a

contract for a space and have the

opening before 2019.

Physical Space

In the beginning of April, Larissa started as our new

employee for marketing and communication. The team

had a retreat weekend in the mountains to discuss and

further develop the strategy for our Impact Hub Basel. ->

NEXT STEPS: We are creating our own

manifesto to put our vision into words.

Internal Collaboration

The negiotiation for space takes longer than expected

and this might provoke a delay in the opening of the

Impact Hub Basel coworking space.

Other Issues
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We finally made it! The Impact Hub

Candidate Basel is an official up &

running Impact Hub, and a voting

member of the global Impact Hub

Association.

 

Candidate Workflow

We have three new signed LOIs. BaselArea.swiss as well

as ecos are now our partners. La French Tech Alsace

also signed a LOI and additionally co-hosts our July

event. All Swiss Impact Hubs are further developing the

Circular Economy project.

Connie and André are in the jury of #thebotnarchallenge

which deals with the health of young people in Tanzania

and AI. André will also be in the jury of the DayOne

Paediatric Health Acceleration Program, supported by

Fondation Botnar. André's part of the startup selection

expert group for the First Ventures program of Gebert

Rüf. We decided to organize the Digital Day in the Basel

region with BaselArea.swiss, the Economic Development

Baselland and the FHNW. Our Digital Day will focus on

Education, Health and Work 4.0.

 

NEXT STEPS: We are in discussion with

more potential partners that probably

sign a LOI in July or August. For Home

of DigIT, we are planning to onboard a

project manager; and for the Swiss

Digital Day we will search for partners

and develop the content in detail.

Partnerships

Both last events were successful and very well received

by our community. In May we hosted an event about

sustainable investments.  We had Fossil Free, the Freie

Gemeinschaftsbank and the Basler and Basellandschaf-

tliche Kantonalbank as speaking partners.

NEXT STEPS: Even though our events

are well-visited, we need to address

the issue of people signing up but not

showing up.

Community Building
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NEXT STEPS: As we plan workshops,

apero, etc. considering registrations,

these no-shows lead to food waste

and group-building issues. Our July

Impact Summer Party is co-hosted by

TFF and  La French Tech Alsace. For

August, we'll partner up with Adobe

Basel and We Shape Tech Basel to

tackle the subject Tech for Good.

Community Building

In June, our Co-Founders and Etienne will participate in

the Global Gathering hosted by IH Montreal. There will be

sessions on the global strategy. A full marketing concept

is being built up and followed by the implementation of

new social media channels (Twitter and LinkedIn).

NEXT STEPS: We are planning to

broaden our reach and get more

engagement at our events and on our

online channels.

Strategy

The Swiss IHs developed a pricing scheme for all of us, so

commuting will be simpler for all members. We have

access to a building in the Dreispitz area that will be

rebuilt for our purpose. An architect has been selected

and the first steps have been taken. The architect that

rebuilt IH Zurich will be a consultant for our project. We're

aiming to open our space at the beginning of next year.

NEXT STEPS: In the next months, the

planning of the space will be defined

and we should have preliminary plans

how the space will look like.

Physical Space

We have two new HubAngels which are "Project"

HubAngels, as they are only involved in certain projects.

NEXT STEPS: We might hire more

Project HubAngels. We're very pleased

about the amount of requests.

Internal Collaboration

The June event was about "Business Model Innovation for

Sustainability" with presentations from Swisscom, WWF

Switzerland and SwissShrimp, followed by workshops

about this business model in different industries.
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IH Global's Board sent us the signed membership

agreement. This includes an official application review.

We received a lot of positive feedback and they are

eager to support us in our efforts to inspire and create

change in the Basel area. Between now and end of 2018,

we will have several onboarding calls and meetings

with various departments of the global network for us to

become familiar with all the benefits and services we are

now entitled to receive as a full member of the network.

NEXT STEPS: We attend the remaining

IH Global Network onboarding calls,

secure the space contract, define

renovation plans and curate the core

membership structure.

IH Global Network Onboarding Process

We supported IH Dakar and Medellin in their efforts to

propose applications for programs. We are collaborating

with the Swiss IHs for the initiative #CESwitzerland. Also,

will there be an  Impact Hub Switzerland Association as

defined in the IH DACH Gathering in Berne in August. The

association will act as a contact and contract entity for

partners to easily run Swiss-wide programs with at least

two Hubs. The entity won't hire people, all implementation

of projects will be conducted on local Impact Hub level.

We signed several LOIs: Zero Waste Basel, Nachhaltig

Wirkt, Kimi B. Good, sun21, UP and Urban Agriculture Basel.

NEXT STEPS: We are in the process of

signing additional LOIs with several

organizations. For the IH Switzerland

Association, we will sign agreements,

align Swiss-wide membership pricing

and register the entity in the registry of

commerce (Handelsregister).

Partnerships

Event preparation and post-evaluation is continuously

being developed. A part of that enhancement is to tackle

all no-shows by addressing them individually. Both of our

last events were well-attended and ran smoothly. 

NEXT STEPS: We will have to decide on

our community building initiatives for

the next year.

Community Building
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We received a lot of positive feedback regarding content

and organization. Our Impact Summer Party with a

cross-border pitching session and speed networking

was attended by more than 70 participants. In August,

80+ participants attended our event "Tech for Good"

co-hosted by Adobe Basel and We Shape Tech Basel.

We decided on developing a membership competition.

This means that potential members have to apply and

the few winners would get a free membership for a

certain time. The benefit is to be able to choose exactly

who will join as a first member. This is crucial for the

further development of our future community.

NEXT STEPS:  Furthermore, we will

evaluate the best options for member

acquisition for our upcoming space

and programs. Our next event will be

on Circular Economy on Sep 11, 2018.

The October event tackles the needs

of social entrepreneurs.

Community Building

During the annual IH Global Gathering we met IH teams

from  around the world. We got to know other Makers'

experiences and perspectives and made connections for

potential future collaborations. We got very inspired by

the global network, and the initiatives that run on local,

national and regional level. We're now in a better position

to support our partners in running entrepreneurial

initiatives and programs in various countries, on regional

or global level. Connie, Olena and André attended the IH

DACH Gathering to align and  exchange best practices.

The main takeaways include organizational structures,

holacracy, agile methods, program feedback processes,

exchange on IH Global and align on several programs

such as Circular Economy, Accelerate 2030 and Climate

KIC. We chose and onboarded an Advisory Board Lead.

NEXT STEPS: We are in the process of

planning and organizing our activities

and resources for the next six months.

Strategy
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The rebuilding project started. We have divided this work

into two separate projects; one for the members' area

and a second one for the event and café area, due to

requirements from the local government. The event and

café area will take much longer, since we change the

purpose from offices to public spaces. The building

application for the first part is ready and will be handed

over to the authorities. We decided that the café should

not be mere café but a Zero Waste Café where we can

eliminate waste and packages from the supply chain, in

the café itself and in disposal of waste from the café.

NEXT STEPS: We start a co-creation

project for the space design involving

our team and potential members. We

already got a lot of interest for the

ZWC (Zero Waste Café) project and

will start creating a concept for it. We

are looking for partners to build and

set up this unique initiative.

Physical Space

Our team is slowly growing as we are adding project

team members, including the project manager for the

Digital Day in Baselland. We have further implemented

agile methodologies and tools to work on a shared

activities board. We use Scrum as an agile way to

manage not only our programs and projects, but we use

it for our whole organization. We integrated our tools to

become more effective and agile in our daily operations.

NEXT STEPS: We try to focus on further

developing our TEAL skills. Even though

the basis of the TEAL way of working is

implemented, we'd like to reinforce

principles and practices continuously

to embed the concepts into our team

culture.

Internal Collaboration

In our IH Basel strategic roadmap meeting, we planned

our programs and projects in 2019. The pipeline looks

very promising, so we can really make an impact on a

local and national level. International projects are also in

the works.  The program highlights are the Swiss Digital

Day that we'll bring to the region of Basel, and the CE

(Circular Economy) Transition initiative which is a

collaboration between the five Swiss Hubs  and Sanu

Durabilitas, supported by the MAVA Foundation.

NEXT STEPS: We're creating a process

to help us select projects and

programs in order to focus and put in

our efforts where it aligns with our

values and direction.

Programs and Projects
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The first status report was submitted to the global

network.

NEXT STEPS: The next one is due mid-

November.

IH Global Network Onboarding Process

A Swiss-wide membership pricing has been aligned with

all Swiss Impact Hubs - IH Zurich, IH Bern, IH Geneva, IH

Lausanne and IH Basel. We sent a proposal of our Impact

Hub Switzerland Association (IHCHA) to IH global in order

to formalize the close collaboration.

NEXT STEPS: We're waiting for IH Global

to accept the IHCHA. There are also

several LOIs being signed. Furthermore

are we looking for and discussing with

potential partners to support projects.

Partnerships

As described in the "Internal Collaboration" section, we

have a new team members. Our  Community Manager

Samina  has over ten years of experience in project

management, community development, public relations

and storytelling. She has already worked in community

spaces similar to Impact Hub. We look forward to

creating a thriving community! Our events in September

and October ran smoothly, both with 60-70 people

attending. The event on Circular Economy included the

launch of CE initiative. In October we covered the needs

of social entrepreneurs and had speakers from Ginga,

seif, Hof Dinkelberg and Vom Fass.

NEXT STEPS: We will develope the

member acquisition. We might create

a competition and define a core

member group. The exact process will

be defined until end of 2018. The event

in November is the second event on

Circular Economy. The focus will lie on

Consumer Goods. In our Christmas

Party we’ll look back at 2018, celebrate

the impact achieved and have a look

at what is in the pipeline for 2019.

Community Building

In September Larissa, Etienne and Carrie attended the IH

Europe Gathering  and met IH teams from Europe. The

main purpose of this gathering is to exchange best

practices as well as to connect with fellow Makers. 

NEXT STEPS: We plan a strategy

retreat with our Advisory Board Lead

to further define the branding,

positioning and the Business Model.

Strategy
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We shared knowledge about non-space based services,

program structures, innovative membership models,

operational processes and much more. The IH Global

organization is under-financed to support the expenses

they have. Among other measures, there are motions in

the Global Assembly to increase the payment from each

Impact Hub to IH Global.

NEXT STEPS: We will be casting our

votes at the IH Global General

Assembly in November. An alignment

within the team will take place prior to

this vote in order to ensure we are

directing the future of the network in

the right direction.

Strategy

We held two workshops with our team and community

members to co-create the space design of our building.

It proved to be valuable, involving potential members in

the inner decision making process of the space and its

layout/functionality. We received the approval from the

authorities to build the first project, the member area.

The documents for the second project (ZWC and event

space) have been prepared and will be handed over to

the authorities soon. We are working on the budget and

final cost estimate for the building. We try hard not to

invest too much into the structure of the building, but to

invest into movable and multi-purpose items.

NEXT STEPS:  The interior design will

now be developed by the architect -

we should have two prototypes of the

interior design placed in the actual

building to choose from in December.

We still don't have a lease contract

with our landlord..

Physical Space

We developed and  successfully implemented a new

process to hire team members. As we get closer to the

space opening and are getting more programs to work

on, there are some new roles that cannot be distributed

within the current team. Therefore we'd like to introduce

you to our new team members: Samina as Community

Manager and Liz as Project Manager in the core team. As

Project HubAngel there is Nini for ZWC, Sabine for Events,

and Virginia and Roger for Circular Economy. 

NEXT STEPS: We onboard the new

team members and improve our

team structure.

Internal Collaboration
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The recruitment process started with promoting the vacancies online. The applicants that seemed

interesting were invited to get to know the team. To us a fit in the way of working (TEAL) and in

personality is crucial, which is why we asked them to create an innovative and sustainable brunch

to see how they collaborate. Every team member had the possibility to speak her/his mind about

the applicants and their fit in the team.

The brunch was followed by ordinary

interviews - for paid roles. We're very

happy about the successful process 

and about the positive feedback the 

applicants gave us.

Internal Collaboration

#swissdigitalday was on 25.10.2018. We organized the

Basel edition with the Economic Development Baselland,

the FHNW and BaselArea.swiss. The event took place at

Dreispitz in the HGK and proved to be very successful. All

the partners that exhibited and the government of Basel-

land were very happy with the outcome. Two of the goals

were to put Basel and its digital ecosystem on the Swiss

map and to launch Home of DigIT, where we will bundle

the digital community and companies in the Basel area.

We got confirmation and financial support from IWV and

the government of Basel-City to host the Climathon 2019

in Basel. Climathon is a global, hackathon inspired, 24h

event that will be conducted concurrently in 100 cities. A

lot of the Climathons are hosted at IH worldwide.

Connie and André were part of the judging panel of a

startup competition; Connie at the World Summit AI in

Amsterdam and André at Sahara Sparks / Afrilabs

conference in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and at the

DayOne precision medicine Accelerator in Basel.

NEXT STEPS: We will plan our programs

and events for 2019 as we'll continue

hosting our monthly events. They are

an essential part of building a strong

local community. There will be a retro-

spective on the Digital Day with our

partners and we'll decide on a second

edition for the Basel region in 2019. The

support and collaboration the project

received from BaselArea.swiss still has

a lot of potential.

Our ZWC won't just be a Café but an

educational project to demonstrate

and test the feasibility of the zero

waste concept in the hospitality field.

We plan to publish the learnings and

put them in the open source in order

to inspire others and nurture them to

do the same on a scalable level.

Programs and Projects
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Our onboarding process continues and we were

supposed to have two onboarding calls in the topics

of  Impact & Performance Measurement and

Governance. The calls were postponed towards the

beginning of 2019 and we are looking forward to them.

We also submitted the Q3 report to the Global network.

We were released from the technical onboarding call

due to the fact that we are communicating on a weekly

basis with the technology department and setting up

high standards in the Global Network.

NEXT STEPS: We are waiting for our last

three onboarding calls in the topics

of  Global Channels & Capacity

Building, Impact & Performance

Measurement and Governance.

IH Global Network Onboarding Process

We Shape Tech, the Gewerbeverband Basel-Stadt and

Uni Basel signed a LOI with us. The last part to success-

fully complete the set of deliverables that were agreed

with the Gebert Rüf Stiftung, we created a video.

The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation

(SDC, DEZA) has agreed to match our funding we have

already received from Fondation Botnar to support the

Health Track that will be aligned with the Accelerate 2030

program.

NEXT STEPS:  We have to finalize our

first  partnership contract with Gebert

Rüf Stiftung as well as with Christoph

Merian Stiftung. There are some LOIs

with governmental and private

organizations that have to be finalized,

and we are looking for  support for

existing programs.

Partnerships

For our event on Consumer Goods in the Circular

Economy in November our speakers were Dorothée

Schiesser from SapoCycle and Pavlina Pavlova from IH

Zurich. Both were well received by the 80+ participants.

Our Christmas Party was a big success as we achieved

a whole new level of community engagement. 

NEXT STEPS:  In January, we'll host a

Swiss consultation for the UN High

Level Panel for Digital Cooperation in

Health and Life Sciences. The format is

an invite-only afternoon for experts to

contribute their perspectives.

Community Building

https://bit.ly/2GvxyED
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We made an experiment by asking our community to

bring foods/snacks and a little something that they are

ready to pass on to someone else; over 50 people did

that! We had a big co-created buffet and a spread-out

session where the 80 participants gave each other the

gifts they brought. Additionally, we had Erich Geisser, CEO

of changemaker, speaking about being a social

entrepreneur and changemaker's sustainability case. The

event was all about the spirit of co-creation and

responsible consumption. It was a wonderful ending of

our 2018 event series.

In the one-day media

training for researchers

of the Swiss National

Science Foundation

conducted by the TV-

media trainers Nadine Hoststettler and Regula Tobler, the

following learning objective was achieved: A non-

scientific audience was provided with concrete and clear

statements on research activities.

 

NEXT STEPS: The evening event is a

public consultation in the form of a

facilitated panel discussion and

networking.  The moderated panel

discussion will include key experts on

health & life sciences and digital

technologies, including Amandeep

Singh Gill, Executive Director of the

Secretariat of the High-Level Panel on

Digital Cooperation, Ilona Kickbusch,

Director of the Global Health Centre at

the Graduate Institute of International

and Development Studies in Geneva,

and Lukas Engelberger, Head of the

Basel Department of Health. The

results of this consultation will be

compiled into a report and presented

to the UN High Level Panel to take into

consideration for the publication on

the guidance on this topic.

Community Building

In November ur votes were cast at the IH Association

General Assembly. One motion that was passed will

affect the way we set up our business model. Going

forward, each IH will be paying 2,5% on total revenue (as

opposed to memberships revenue only). This should

support the IH Global organization to be more financially

stable and to support the local Hubs even more with

transnational and global programs.  Another important

motion that passed is the agreement from the Global

Association for the five Impact Hubs in Switzerland.

NEXT STEPS: Our team strategy offsite

retreat with our Advisory Board Lead

will take place end of January for us to

further define our strategy, positioning

as well as identifying the business

model that is most relevant for us in

the near future. We always include all

team members in our strategy retreat.

We believe it is important for our team

to move in the same direction.

Strategy

https://bit.ly/2GvxyED
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We can set up the IHCHA for collaboration on national

projects. The procedural setup for it is now underway.

NEXT STEPS: Everyone's voices should

be heard to take into consideration.

Strategy

We had to change our architect for the interior part of

our space. This went very smooth and it's great to have

found a perfect team that matches our goals in building

reuse, refurbish and recycle into the project. Our landlord

was very supportive and we appreciate his collaboration

a lot. We had a meeting with all relevant stakeholder on

the landlord's side and are happy to report that this

team made big progress on the contract.

NEXT STEPS: We will finish and sign the

contract negotiation with the landlord

in the beginning of the year 2019.

Physical Space

All new team members have been onboarded and are

well integrated in the team. Our Community Manager

Samina also has is the Operations Manager ad interim,

and visited IH King's Cross to learn from their team on

how they set up all the processes and systems to have a

well-functioning space and community management. Liz

as Project Manager visited the Accelerate 2030 team

with Connie at IH Geneva to kickoff the discussion on

how best to collaborate on a Health Track as part of the

Accelerate 2030 program. All Project HubAngels are

already busy contributing into their respective projects.

NEXT STEPS: A volunteer dinner will be

held in January to give thanks to all

our Core and Project HubAngels for

giving us their time and efforts to help

move our Hub and projects forward.

We are very excited to celebrate this

moment with all our HubAngels!

Internal Collaboration

Circular Economy: We held two events this year as part

of the national program, one on the launch of the

program and one on consumer goods.

NEXT STEPS: Circular Economy: we

invite selected community members

to co-create the Zero Waste Café with

us during a brainstorming breakfast.

Programs and Projects
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Climathon: We will finalize the contract with the City of

Basel and Climate-KIC this month.

Child Health Program Romania: We have initiated

planning discussions with the IH Bucharest team for this

program and currently discussing our Memorandum of

Understanding to define our roles and responsibilities

and funding allocation.

Digital Day 2018 Aftermath: We met with our partner for

the Digital Day, Standortförderung Baselland. They were

very happy with the event, the work we have done, our

contribution and the feedback they got from all

participants and visitors of the event.

 

 

NEXT STEPS: In February, we co-host a

Kickoff event for the national

movement Circular Economy Switzer-

land along with IH Switzerland, Mava

Foundation, Sanu Durabilites, ecos,

Engagement Migros, Yodel and Pusch

in Basel. We'll also continue our CE

event series with a focus on Basel to

explore the topic of a circular city. We

also host a booth at tunBasel, which is

part of Muba. This booth aims to

be  educational & interactive and for

kids & youth interested in robotics.

With the ideas and inputs for the Zero

Waste Café we got from the co-

creation event, we improve the

concept. We still plan to document our

whole journey and make this open

source. We are on the search for

strategic partners for this highly visible

and impactful project. 

The cantons Basel-Stadt, Baselland

and Jura are seriously considering to

host Digital Day 2019 as a combined

effort of the entire Basel area. We'll be

one of the stakeholders in this

discussion and support the cantons in

their decision-making progress. It is

encouraging to see our small and

young organization already consulting

the local government agencies. 

Programs and Projects
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Verein Hubbasel has spent CHF 450'000.- in 2018 – the following rounded positions/categories will

provide you with the information on what this money has been spent on:

 

COSTS

Looking back: In total CHF 46'000.- were spent on strategy shaping and implementation.

 

The largest position of  CHF 30'000.- was invested into a research project conducted by the

Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz (FHNW) regarding the "Success factors of Social Hubs". The

research project identified what works across a sample of 15 locations and evaluated the

differences in their business models. The result showed that aside from regional specifications, it is

important to have clearly defined focus areas in order to identify where our organization can truly

bring value. In collaboration with our community, we have therefore narrowed down the 17 United

Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) to five Focus SDGs. These being:

 

 

(1) Strategy

 

 

In order to be aware of Impact Hub Global's and Regional Strategy as well as the national ambitions

and intentions, our team has taken part in several Impact Hub Gatherings this year. Impact Hub

Gatherings are multi-day retreats where Impact Hub Makers (team members) from all around the

world are invited to join and work on strategic matters to co-shape the network. In addition, it serves

as a check-in regarding the commonly shared values and its various interpretations around the

globe and a physical place to form the first relationships for international collaboration. The

enrichment of experience that we were able to bring home is of unprecedented magnitude. The

sleep deprivation of the theme work hard - play hard of unexpected severity.
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CHF 500.- was spent on joining the Impact Hub Switzerland and DACH (Germany, Austria,

Switzerland) Gathering in Bern. André, Connie, Hanna, Olena and Etienne have attended this local

meeting. The focus of the Gathering was on the national collaboration of the Impact Hubs. It was

at this gathering that the idea of a national association for Impact Hub Switzerland was created

and only shortly after the first national collaboration project for circular economy was started.

 

CHF 2'000.- was spent on the European

Gathering. Our lead of marketing and

communication, Larissa, as well as our

storyteller Carrie and our partnerships

manager Etienne, have attended this

gathering. The focus of the gathering

was exchanging best practices among

the European Impact Hubs, in terms of

how teams work effectively together.

The insights helped strengthen our colla-

boration with Impact Hub Bucharest for

our first European program "Innovators

for Children". It also planted new idea seeds for potential European collaborations in the future.

 

Approximately CHF 9'000.- was spent on sending André, Hanna, Connie and Etienne to the Global

Gathering 2018 in Montréal, Canada, where the Strategy Retreat of Impact Hub Global has taken

place. The expenditure has been deemed fit, seeing that we have only just joined the network as

a fully accepted member. At the six-day retreat, the four of us have met 150+ Impact Hub Makers

from around the world. Many of these personal connections have resulted in contacts for

international projects and programs, and have given us a better understanding of the strengths

and weaknesses of a decentralized international organization like the Impact Hub Network.

 

Another CHF 3'200.- was spent on a local  Team Retreat  in Grimentz, Swiss Escape. During the

three-day trip, we focused on program selection, partnerships and processes. The retreat was

highly energizing and motivating for the team. The consolidation and prioritising of efforts on a

common focus were especially helpful.

 

Around CHF 1'300.- has been spent on collaborating with our board advisor Susanne Brandl. The

focus of this collaboration has been strategy and collaborations with third parties.
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Looking back: CHF 30'000.- have been spent on the Impact Hub franchise fee as part of the final

onboarding process of Impact Hub Basel as a full member of the global Impact Hub Network.

Having become part of Impact Hub Network we have been invited to several onboarding calls

regarding e.g. the governance structure of Impact Hub Global Network and have received further

support, advice and mentoring from Impact Hub Global whenever needed.

 

Looking forward: As Impact Hub Basel is now a full member of the global network, the franchise fee

will depend on the revenue of the space, as well as the revenue on programs. Impact Hub Basel has

to pay 2.5% on the revenue of its coworking space and 2.5% on the budget for programs. The fee for

programs will only be introduced in October 2019 and there are incentive-deductions for trans-local

programs, meaning a partnership with at least one other Impact Hub outside of Switzerland. As the

opening of the coworking space is to be expected for Q4 2019, we are expecting a decrease of fees

for 2019 and an increase again for 2020 forward, depending on the revenue of the coworking space

as well as the number of programs executed.

 

We are also looking forward to giving back to the Impact Hub Network by creating more

international programs and supporting other Impact Hubs to strive.

(2) Impact Hub Network

Looking forward: Having taken part in all of the global and regional gatherings at least once, we will

definitely prioritise for next year, which gatherings will be attended, so cost and benefit stay

balanced and we can make the most out of those rare opportunities when Impact Hub Makers take

the time to gather and exchange. It has become apparent that the national and international

collaboration is where Impact Hubs do have a unique value and can create impact. We are

therefore foreseeing that the relationship management and taking part in the seat of Impact Hub

Switzerland Association are necessary expenditures. The maintenance of these relationships will in

future be allocated to the "Impact Hub Network".
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Looking back: CHF 27'800.- have been spent on community building in 2018. This is due to the fact

that we have continued to host monthly events in order to build a vibrant community. Each event

focuses on a different topic of 

the UN SDGs. The events are 

being conducted by using art 

of hosting techniques. At the

events, between 50 to 120

people have been catered

for. The costs above also

include expenses related to

the event location, materials

as well as marketing costs.

 

Looking forward: The events have been an excellent opportunity to grow our community and make

Impact Hub known in Basel. With the expected space opening in 2019, we will however have to re-

evaluate the purpose of our events. We are also looking forward to hosting and facilitating the first

workshops and events for externals on a mandate basis.

 

(3) Community Building

Looking back: CHF 2'300.- have been spent on building Partnerships.

 

This still seems to be almost a neglected position compared to the other pillars. This number does

not include our one employee fully dedicated to catering to our current partners as well as

establishing new partners. The building of partnerships has furthermore been accomplished by our

Volunteers (HubAngels) as well as by our Co-Founder, André Moeri, who have invested an

incredible amount of hours to expand our network and start new opportunities on an unpaid basis.

In 2018, we accomplished to sign 20+ Letters of Intent with Partners and like-minded collaborative

organizations.

 

Looking forward:  In 2019, we aim to collaborate with different organizations in order to make our

coworking space at Dreispitz come true. We also aim to find new partners in order to start our very

own Zero Waste Café on the ground floor of our space, which serves as a prototype for scaling Zero

Waste solutions for the gastro industry in Basel and beyond via our Zero Waste Lab.

(4) Partnerships
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Looking back: CHF 37'500.- have been spent on Physical Space.

 

Of these, CHF 15'300.- have gone into the feasibility study for the coworking space at

Münchensteinerstrasse 274a in 4053 Basel.

CHF 22'200.- have gone to our own office-facilities. In 2018, our team had a peak with 10 people

employed and 10 volunteers working from our offices at Launchlabs. By the end of 2018, it has

become evident that our organization has outgrown its temporary domicile in the Gundeldingerfeld.

In 2018, we have entered the rental contract with CMS regarding the space at

Münchensteinerstrasse 274a.

 

 

 

Looking forward: The year 2019 will be all about rebuilding the space at Münchensteinerstrasse 274a

in order to make it habitable for our community and its valuable projects. We are looking forward to

this rebuilding project and have organized Planconsult AG as a clerk of works (Bauherrenvertreter)

in order to have the necessary technical expertise on the project and further support in making sure

that the rebuilding project will stay within the budget co-created with CMS.

 

(5) Physical Space

Looking back:  In 2018 we have spend CHF 280'000.- in order to stay operational. This includes the

salaries and social security expenses of 4.2 FTEs (of which 1.7 FTEs only started 01 November 2019).

For reasons of transparency, it also has to be mentioned that we were able to second one of our

employee as a consultant to one of our partner organizations, thereby not only creating cost but

also receiving a small revenue.

 

Working with HubAngels has been very rewarding. A difficulty encoutered however has been that

many HubAngels can only donate around 20% of their time to our project. On the one hand, we have

seen that HubAngels can have a hard time keeping up with daily business or feeling overwhelmed

by the flood of information. On the other hand we have also seen that onboarding and maintaining

a regular team culture can become difficult when the core team gets too diluted. We are raising,

learning and adapting with every month that we move on but can't say that we have found the

dream-recipe yet.

(6) Internal Collaboration



While we discuss our salaries openly within our team with everyone affected, we wish not to

communicate exact numbers here in order to preserve the privacy of our employees and

therefore refrain form taking apart the costs of internal collaboration further. The following

positions however can be made public.

 

Since our expense  reimbursement policy has been approved by the tax administration of the

canton of Basel-Stadt, we have been able to compensate the core team for their expenses of

using their own phone and laptops when working for us. These allowances for the whole team in

2018 have been at CHF 8'000.00.

 

The bookkeeping-efforts for 2018 have been at 12'600.- including the preparation for the end of

year report 2018 and the transition to finalize the annual report 2018 for a limited audit following the

Swiss GAAP Fer 21 standard. For 2019 onward, we aim to be fully compliant with Swiss GAAP Fer 21

standard; therefore being able to provide our partners with the highest level of transparency

regarding their earmarked grants and donations.

 

For our IT systems, we have spend CHF 2'730.-

(Highrise 2018: CHF 390.-; Atlassian 2018: CHF 2'200.-; Microsoft Office 2018: CHF 140.-)

 

Looking forward: In order to achieve Swiss GAAP Fer 21 standard as an organization, we'll have to

undergo several operational changes. For 2019, we are aiming to track all hours worked with our

project management tool Jira latest by mid-year. We will also work with BDO Basel in order to

evaluate which generic costs (for example the use of a workspace by a program manager) can

be charged to a program and which generic costs the organization has to bear on its own. We'll

evaluate our project management tool further in order to see if we can use a program-budgeting

expense feature in order to help our program managers to stay on track. Regarding our IT

systems, we will also introduce a new system in 2019 called Nexudus, which will be our main

software for the management of the coworking and event space. Its costs are approximately CHF

3'000.- per year. Furthermore we'll have to change our bookkeeping system, currently Bexio, to

Proffix, in order to allow for cost centres and a more transparent overview. Eventually, we will also

work with a finance expert next year to transform our current structure in order to reflect the

different business areas, so the board can more easily assess, which business areas are working

and where actions are needed. All of these actions are deemed necessary by the board in order

to conduct business in a transparent, highly professional and efficient manner.
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Looking back: For programs and projects we have had expenses in the amount of CHF 27'000.-

 

Programs

0714_Health Program Africa: CHF 8'500.- incl. project management costs.  Further costs in 2019

expected.

0704_Health Program Romania: CHF 4'250.- incl. project management costs.  Further costs in

2019 expected.

Projects

0706_CE: 275.- excl. project management costs. Further costs in 2019 expected.

0712_Digital Day: CHF 17'700.- excl. project management costs.

0708_TunBasel: CHF 3'630.- excl. project management costs. Further costs in 2019 expected.

 

Looking forward: In 2019, the Health Program in Romania and in Africa will be executed. Furthermore,

we will start our efforts regarding our first incubation program. The programs are being executed on

funds and budgets already secured. For 2019, we are looking forward to execute the Circular

Economy Project, host a booth at the TunBasel fair with the main focus on digital education for

children, host the first UN-Panel on digital cooperation in Basel, and execute our 2019 pioneer

project: Climathon Basel.

(7) Programs and Projects

Internal Collaboration
62.1% Strategy

10.2%

Physical Space
8.3%

Impact Hub Network
6.7%

Community Building
6.2%

Programs & Projects
6%



Looking back: From the contracts signed just late in 2017, the following grants arrived in 2018:

Gebert Rüf Foundation: CHF 100'000.- for a cooperation regarding creating an ecosystem in Basel

and hosting the first Digital Day in Basel.

MBF Foundation: CHF 75'000.- as general startup funding.

Fondation Botnar: During 2018, Impact Hub Basel has been able to secure a 5 year contract with

Fondation Botnar for the years 2018-2023. After the contract negotiations and deliverables were

determined, Impact Hub Basel has received the first part of startup funding late in 2018 in the

amount of CHF 480'000.-, as well as earmarked funds for different programs of CHF 280'000.-

incl. funding to Impact Hubs collaborating on these programs.

In late 2018/early 2019 further funding has been secured in the form of a matching grant of the

SDC (Swiss Development Corporation) in the amount of CHF 280'000.- for the Health Program in

Africa, initiated by Fondation Botnar.

Donations for events hosted by Impact Hub Basel: CHF 640.-

Private Donations: CHF 100.-

Professional Donations: CHF 2'450.-

Revenues from different projects: CHF 150'000.- (TunBasel, Consultancy, Digital Day Basel, CE)

 

Looking forward: In 2019, we are opening our coworking space including a Zero Waste Café and our

very own event space. We are looking forward to making revenue from our core business.

Furthermore, we are getting in touch with different partners to support and fund the Zero Waste

Café, especially for the pioneering Zero Waste Lab as part of the business. During the rebuilding

project, we will try to arrange agreements with providers and suppliers for donations. Last but not

least, we are looking forward to execute our programs and starting new projects.

 

REVENUES /  GRANTS
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In the budget for 2017 & 2018 we have estimated costs in the amount of CHF 556'000.-.

 

Core: With costs of CHF 96'000.- spent in 2017 and costs of CHF 444'000.- core costs (incl. project

costs), we are at total costs of CHF 540'000.- for 2017 and 2018 and thereby very exactly within

budget. With core funding and projects revenues of CHF 864'000.- coming in, we have exceeded

the estimated income of CHF 560'000.- according to the Budget for Phase I. The numbers are

however to be treated very carefully. Phase I was always expected to last to the opening of our

space, when revenue of our space would kick in. As the search, evaluation, negotiation and

rebuilding of the space will take substantially (almost 3/4 of a year) longer than anticipated, Phase

I is actually reaching far into 2019.

 

Programs: With program costs of CHF 12'750.- in 2018 and earmarked funding received in 2018 in

the amount of CHF 564'000.-, we have to acknowledge a huge gap. How can this be explained? For

one, it is important to notice that the funding for the programs has partially only come in late in 2017

and late in 2018. In order not to endanger the liquidity of our young operations, it is important to only

hire people for programs after the funding has been received. Furthermore, the recruitment of

program managers who fit the organization, the purpose and having the skillset needed for the

international programs has proven more difficult than anticipated.

 

As Impact Hub Basel strives to do its work thoroughly in order to have an impact expected, it has

also become evident to us that it is important to evaluate our partners on the ground carefully, and

invest time into a basic setting of shared values, processes, commitment and understanding before

going into an execution phase. It is also essential to note, that almost half of the funding received

will go to third parties abroad in the execution phase. We are happy to report that the first

collaboration with Impact Hub Bucharest on a Health Program for Romania will be executed in 2019.

Moreover, the setting up of the Health Program for Africa is improving after several initial

impediments. Looking forward, it is however evident that we need to hire more people in order to

execute the programs to deliver the content and impact we have committed ourselves to.

 

A new budget for 2019 & 2020 shall be developed.

COHERENCE WITH BUDGET FOR PHASE I  (2017  -  2018)
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Impact Hub Basel has done well for the first two years. Our organization has furthermore developed

to a size where professional financial advice is necessary in order to ensure proper liquidity

planning. The measures necessary shall be taken in 2019. The search, evaluation, negotiation and

rebuilding of the space have taken substantially longer than expected. While Impact Hub Basel has

been able to make up for this delay on the content side, we are about 3/4 of a year behind on

starting to generate revenue from our space. This gap needs to be addressed as it can lead very

fast to an existential liquidity shortage. While addressing the gap regarding the core funding by

keeping an iron hand on our expenses regarding our operations and our community, it is at the

same time our duty to spend money and to execute the content promised with the secured funding.

As you can imagine this double-edged mentality is difficult to process for our team. Despite this

realization, we are confident that with the necessary transparency, we can create understanding

and support.

 

We would like to thank the foundations and partners for their generous financial support, for their

trust and belief in us and for going out of their ways to support us with their networks.

 

At this moment, all that is left, is to thank our HubAngels, project volunteers and still the majority of

our co-founders for the app. 4'200 hours delivered on a volunteering basis in 2018. According to our

calculations, this equals a business value of roughly CHF 630'000.-. A contribution that makes the

board of Impact Hub Basel ever more humble in being allowed to continue its work on inspiring and

creating change in Basel and beyond.

 

CONCLUSION
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an die Mitgliederversammlung des

BERICHT DER REVISIONSSTELLE ZUR EINGESCHRÄNKTEN

REVISION DER JAHRESRECHNUNG 2018  

Als Revisionsstelle haben wir die Jahresrechnung (Bilanz, Erfolgsrechnung und Anhang) des Vereins

Hubbasel für das am 31. Dezember 2018 abgeschlossene Geschäftsjahr geprüft. Die eingeschränkte

Revision der Vorjahresangaben ist von einer anderen Revisionsstelle vorgenommen worden. In

ihrem Bericht vom 14. Juni 2018 hat diese eine nicht modifizierte Prüfungsaussage abgegeben.

 

Für die Jahresrechnung ist der Vorstand verantwortlich, während unsere Aufgabe darin besteht, die

Jahresrechnung zu prüfen. Wir bestätigen, dass wir die gesetzlichen Anforderungen hinsichtlich

Zulassung und Unabhängigkeit erfüllen. Ein Mitarbeitender unserer Gesellschaft hat im Berichtsjahr

bei der Buchführung mitgewirkt. An der eingeschränkten Revision war er nicht beteiligt.

 

Unsere Revision erfolgte nach dem Schweizer Standard zur Eingeschränkten Revision. Danach ist

diese Revision so zu planen und durchzuführen, dass wesentliche Fehlaussagen in der

Jahresrechnung erkannt werden. Eine eingeschränkte Revision umfasst hauptsächlich Befragungen

und analytische Prüfungshandlungen sowie den Umständen angemessene Detailprüfungen der bei

der geprüften Einheit vorhandenen Unterlagen. Dagegen sind Prüfungen der betrieblichen Abläufe

und des internen Kontrollsystems sowie Befragungen und weitere Prüfungshandlungen zur

Aufdeckung deliktischer Handlungen oder anderer Gesetzesverstösse nicht Bestandteil dieser

Revision.

 

Bei unserer Revision sind wir nicht auf Sachverhalte gestossen, aus denen wir schliessen müssten,

dass die Jahresrechnung nicht Gesetz und Statuten entspricht.

 

Bern, 09. Juli 2019

 

Vereins Hubbasel, Basel

Simon Kehrli

Leitender Revisor

Zugelassener Revisionsexperte

ppa. Fabian Mollet

 

Zugelassener Revisionsexperte
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1'227'546.58

1'183'142.63

 

 

 

 

10'000.00

 

 

 

31'878.95

 

2'525.00

 

14'800.00

 

14'800.00

 

1'242'346.58

 

UMLAUFVERMÖGEN

Flüssige Mittel

 

Forderungen aus Lieferungen und

Leistungen

Debitoren

Delkredere

 

Übrige kurzfristige Forderungen

KK AM

BVG

 

Aktive Rechnungsabgrenzungen

 

ANLAGEVERMÖGEN

 

Immobile Sachanlagen

 

TOTAL AKTIVEN

 

AKTIVEN 31.12.2018

Address: Verein Hubbasel, Dornacherstrasse 192, Halle 8, Gundeldingerfeld, 4053 Basel

Period: 01.01.2018 to 31.12.2018 

All amounts in CHF

 

 

31.12.2017

 

 

 

 

 

10'000.00

0.00

 

 

0.00

31'878.95

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

288'032.29

278'088.24

 

 

 

 

0.00

 

 

 

5'754.40

 

4'189.65

 

0.00

 

0.00

 

288'032.29

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.00

0.00

 

 

1'357.00

4'397.40
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FREMDKAPITAL

 

Verbindlichkeiten aus Lieferungen

und Leistungen

 

Übrige kurzfristige Verbindlichkeiten

Vorauszahlungen von Förderern

KK HB und CL

Darlehen AM

Verbindlichkeiten gegenüber

staatlichen Stellen

Verpflichtungen gegenüber

Sozialversicherungen

 

Passive Rechnungsabgrenzungen

 

Zweckgebundenes Fondskapital

Fonds Fondation Botnar Sub-

Projecst / Programs

Fonds "Health Program" SUBV

 

EIGENKAPITAL

 

Vereinskapital

 

TOTAL PASSIVEN

PASSIVEN 31.12.2017

286'147.25

 

 

0.00

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

283'107.25

 

3'040.00

 

 

 

 

0.00

 

1'885.04

 

1'885.04

 

288'032.29

 

 

 

 

 

 

205'800.00

1'100.00

72'00.00

 

0.00

 

4'207.25

 

 

 

 

 

0.00

0.00

642'499.15

 

 

918.15

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21'203.15

 

72'015.15

 

 

 

 

548'362.70

 

599'847.43

 

599'847.43

 

1'242'346.58

31.12.2018

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.00

0.00

0.00

 

1'440.57

 

19'762.58

 

 

 

 

 

270'436.76

277'925.94
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Betriebsertrag

 

Dienstleistungserlöse

 

Einnahmen aus Spenden und

Subventionen

Spenden zur freien Verwendung

Zweckgebundene Spenden

Subventionen Bund

 

Total Einnahmen

 

Direkter Aufwand

Impact Hub Franchise Fee

Aufwände für Programme/Projekte

Aufwände für zweckgebundene

Programme/Projekte

Diverse direkte Aufwendungen

 

Personalaufwand

Lohnaufwand

Sozialversicherungsaufwand

Übriger Personalaufwand

Zuweisung direkter Aufwand

 

ERFOLGSRECHNUNG 29.05.-31.12.2017

 

 

0.00

 

 

 

 

 

307'038.40

 

307'038.40

 

 

 

 

 

 

-206'779.66

 

 

 

 

 

-51'841.70

 

 

 

 

 

 

5'038.40

302'000.00

0.00

 

 

 

 

-979.66

0.00

-205'800.00

 

0.00

 

 

-42'387.95

-3'899.50

-5'554.25

0.00

 

 

 

149'214.71

 

 

 

 

 

1'428'132.35

 

1'577'347.06

 

 

 

 

 

 

-57'999.06

 

 

 

 

 

-216'134.50

01.01.-31.12.2018

 

 

 

 

 

 

864'132.35

280'000.00

284'000.00

 

 

 

 

-29'340.69

-9'946.08

-15'637.29

 

-3'075.00

 

 

-188'258.55

-22'071.54

-12'678.21

6'873.80
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Übriger betrieblicher Aufwand

Mieten Launchlabs

Unterhalt und Reparaturen

Versicherungsaufwand

Verwaltungs- und

Informatikaufwand

Werbeaufwand

Zuweisung direkter Aufwand

 

Abschreibungen

 

Betriebsergebnis

 

Finanzerfolg

Finanzaufwand

Finanzertrag

 

Ergebnis vor Veränderung des

Fondskapital

 

Veränderung zweckgebundene

Fonds

 

Jahresergebnis

 

Zuweisung an Vereinskapital

ERFOLGSRECHNUNG 29.05.-31.12.2017

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-46'435.40

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-96.60

 

 

1'885.04

 

 

0.00

 

1'885.04

 

-1'885.04

 

-10'000.00

-255.20

-682.50

 

-9'014.85

-26'482.85

0.00

 

 

 

 

 

 

-138.85

42.25

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-154'592.75

 

-2'493.40

 

1'146'127.35

 

 

 

197.74

 

 

1'146'325.09

 

 

-548'362.70

 

597'962.39

 

-597'962.39

01.01.-31.12.2018

 

-24'000.00

-4'912.00

-945.00

 

-79'534.11

-53'965.13

8'763.49

 

 

 

 

 

 

-160.00

357.74
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Die vorliegende Jahresrechnung wurde gemäss den Vorschriften des Schweizerischen Gesetzes,

insbesondere der Artikel über die kaufmännische Buchführung und Rechnungslegung (Art. 957 bis

962 OR) erstellt.

 

Angaben über die in der Jahresrechnung angewandten Grundsätze 

31.12.2018

 

270'436.76

277'925.94

548'362.70

Entnahme

 

-9'563.24

-6'074.06

-15'637.30

Zuweisung

 

280'000.00

284'000.00

564'000.00

01.01.2018

 

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fondskonto

Fonds Fondation Botnar Sub-

Projects / Programs

Fonds "Health Program" SUBV

Total zweckgebundene Fonds

 

Die Anzahl der Vollzeitstellen liegt im Jahresdurchschnitt nicht über 10 Mitarbeitenden.

 

Erklärung Anzahl Vollzeitstellen

 

Verbindlichkeiten gegenüber Vorsorgeeinrichtungen

Mietantritt erfolgt im 2019 nach Fertigstellung des Umbaus gemäss Mietvertrag vom 26.02.2019.

 

Langfristige Mietverpflichtungen

 

Rechnung über die Veränderung der zweckgebundenen Fonds

31.12.2017

0.00

31.12.2018

0.00

Keine.

Wesentliche Ereignisse nach dem Bilanzstichtag



OUR SUPPORTING FOUNDATIONS

WE THANK OUR SUPPORTING

FOUNDATIONS FOR THEIR TRUST
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GET IN TOUCH

basel.impacthub.net

 

basel@impacthub.net

As of autumn 2019:

Verein Impact Hub Basel

Münchensteinerstrasse 274a

CH-4053 Basel

 

/Impact Hub Basel

 

/Impact Hub Basel

/impacthub_basel

 

@impacthubbasel
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